
 
Nature’s Superheroes: Life at the Limits Special Exhibition to Open this Fall at  

the Phillip and Patricia Frost Museum of Science 
 

New Exhibition Explores Nature’s Most Unusual, Extreme and Bizarre Creatures  
 

MIAMI, Fla. (August 12, 2020) – Holding your breath for up to two hours. Gulping down a snack 10 times 
your own weight. Living in crushing depths where there is no sunlight to support life. These may sound 
like superpowers to humans, but somewhere on this planet, an organism is using one of these 
extraordinary talents to go about its daily tasks. Nature’s Superheroes: Life at the Limits, a new immersive 
exhibition at the Phillip and Patricia Frost Museum of Science on view from Saturday, October 10, 2020 
through Sunday, April 11, 2021, offers a fascinating glimpse of the breathtaking diversity of the natural 
world and the power of natural selection to shape exceptional responses to the challenges, and 
opportunities, of life on Earth. Organized by the American Museum of Natural History, the exhibition 
features life-size and larger-than-life models, videos and interactive exhibits which highlight an array of 
organisms with surprising ways of thriving in harsh environments, finding a mate or their next meal, 
leveraging strength, endurance, speed and more. 
 
Visitor favorites include opportunities to explore a mysterious cave inhabited by animals without eyes, 
discover a larger-than-life model of a Hercules beetle, smell the pungent odor of a carrion flower, and 
test out the "super powers" of select species from the exhibition in a kinetic digital game. 
 
Showcasing the extraordinary range of the ways different organisms—plant and animal, aquatic and 
terrestrial, vertebrate and invertebrate—have become tailored to conditions on this planet, Nature’s 
Superheroes will include such features as: 
 

• Creative courtship and reproduction strategies: every living organism can bring new life into the 
world, but some go to extraordinary lengths to procreate. 

• Remarkable adaptations for breathing: many life forms on Earth thrive at high altitudes, where 
oxygen is scarce, and some have ways of accessing or storing oxygen in other types of extreme 
conditions. 

• Efficient ways of moving around: evolution has been shaping locomotion for millions of years—
with fascinating results that match or even surpass human technologies. 

• Super sensing abilities: a section devoted to life inside caves showcases a variety of species, 
from leeches that appear to have legs (Erpobdella mestrovi) to birds that echolocate like bats to 
find their way in the dark (Aerodramus fuciphagus), that have adapted to low-light environments 
in similar ways. 

• Extreme hunting and eating: organisms have many ways of securing a meal, whether it’s through 
expert hunting, making the most of a scarce snack, or finding a way to mooch off another’s 
efforts. 

• Extraordinary endurance: even in the harshest environments on Earth, life finds a way to thrive. 
A diorama of a hydrothermal vent deep in the ocean features tube worms (Riftia pachyptila), 
which survive in superheated seawater with high concentrations of acids, metals, and sulfur. 



 
• Dramatic defense systems: predators can’t hunt what they can’t find, and some species have 

found ways to hide in the open. A model of a treehopper highlights this insect’s odd protective 
gear: a structure on its backs that disguises this harmless critter as a vicious ant. 

• Death-defying feats: some species can seemingly defy death. Shown as 10-foot models, 
microscopic animals called tardigrades can survive dehydration, extreme temperatures, and 
even the radiation and vacuum of space. 

• Interactive section to test a variety of ‘super powers’: visitors will get to meet and interact with 
some of the incredible creatures that they have encountered throughout the show. Through 
exploration of several virtual environments and the use of guided gestures using whole-body, 
motion-sensing Microsoft Kinect technology, visitors will cause creatures to behave in ways 
consistent with some of their amazing abilities. 

 
Nature’s Superheroes: Life at the Limits is organized by the American Museum of Natural History, New 
York (amnh.org). 
 
Nature’s Superheroes: Life at the Limits will be on view from Saturday, October 10, 2020 through 
Sunday, April 11, 2021 inside the Hsiao Family Special Exhibition Gallery on the first floor of the 
museum. Admission to Nature’s Superheroes: Life at the Limits is included with all museum admission 
tickets. Additional information on the exhibition can be found at frostscience.org/superheroes. 
 
Follow Frost Science on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram @frostscience. 
 

###  
 
About the Phillip and Patricia Frost Museum of Science 
Located in Downtown Miami’s Maurice A. Ferré Park, the Phillip and Patricia Frost Museum of Science is a 
leading-edge science museum dedicated to sharing the power of science, sparking wonder and 
investigation, and fueling innovation for the future. Sitting on four acres, the 250,000-square-foot museum 
divides into four distinct buildings: the Frost Planetarium, Aquarium, and the North and West Wings. At 
Frost Science, visitors can explore the world of science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) in an 
experiential setting with interactive exhibitions and unique shows. Frost Science is supported by the 
Miami-Dade County Department of Cultural Affairs and the Cultural Affairs Council, the Miami-Dade 
County Mayor and Board of County Commissioners of Miami-Dade County. This project is supported by 
the Building Better Communities Bond Program and the City of Miami. Sponsored in part by the State of 
Florida, Department of State, Division of Cultural Affairs and the Florida Council on Arts and Culture. The 
museum is accredited by the American Alliance of Museums, is an affiliate of the Smithsonian Institution 
and a member of the Association of Science and Technology Centers. Learn more at frostscience.org. 
 
About the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) 
The American Museum of Natural History, founded in 1869 and currently celebrating its 150th 
anniversary, is one of the world’s preeminent scientific, educational, and cultural institutions. The 
Museum encompasses over 40 permanent exhibition halls, including those in the Rose Center for Earth 
and Space, as well as galleries for temporary exhibitions. The Museum’s approximately 200 scientists 
draw on a world-class research collection of more than 34 million artifacts and specimens, some of which 



 
are billions of years old, and on one of the largest natural history libraries in the world. Through its 
Richard Gilder Graduate School, the Museum grants the Ph.D. degree in Comparative Biology and the 
Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) degree, the only such free-standing, degree-granting programs at any 
museum in the United States. The Museum’s website, digital videos, and apps for mobile devices bring 
its collections, exhibitions, and educational programs to millions around the world. Visit amnh.org for 
more information. 
 


